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Abstract—Network virtualization is proposed in several re-
search work as a means to overcome the ossification of the
Internet. Its application relies on embedding algorithms to
instantiate virtual networks on substrate infrastructures. Notably,
those considered in the scope of traffic-engineering are developed
to focus on efficient resource utilization with the aim of increasing
the acceptance ratio of the algorithms. In this paper, a demand-
based virtual link embedding approach for multi-service mapping
in programmable industrial networks is proposed. The approach
aims at increasing the overall acceptance ratio of virtual link
embedding algorithms by increasing the acceptance of demand
critical requests. The goal is achieved by minimizing the deviation
between requested demands and the resources satisfying the
demand. The approach, when analyzed against state-of-the-art
shortest path approaches under the same simulation conditions,
shows good results in terms of utilization of the network re-
sources, acceptance of delay-critical traffic demands and overall
acceptance ratio.

Index Terms—Software Defined Networks, Traffic Engineering,
Resource Orchestration, QoS, Virtual Networks, Network Slicing,
Virtual Link Mapping Algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtualization enables the coexistence of multiple tenants

expressed as Virtual Networks (VNs) on a shared infrastructure

[1]–[3]. It is proposed as a means to overcome the Internet

impasse [4] as well as evaluate new and existing protocols,

and services .

Virtual networks are logical abstract representation of ser-

vices which usually consist of key service node points and

their relations [3]. The service node points are represented as

virtual nodes while virtual links represent their relations. In

network virtualization, virtual nodes consume resources such

as memory and processing power of substrate nodes. Likewise,

virtual links consume resources (e.g. bandwidth and switching

capacity) of the substrate link they traverse.

Mapping virtual resource demands onto substrate networks

is a nontrivial resource allocation challenge usually referred to

as the Virtual Network Embedding (VNE) problem [5]. VNE

is a process of creating and allocating Virtual Networks (VNs)

on shared infrastructures such that the resource constraints of

the VNs expressed as demands are guaranteed on the substrate

network.

The VNE problem can be split into two sub-problems

namely: Virtual Node Mapping (VNoM) which deals with

mapping virtual node requirements on substrate nodes, and

Virtual Link Mapping (VLM) which deals with mapping vir-

tual link requirements on substrate links within paths connect-

ing the corresponding substrate nodes where virtual nodes are

mapped. The VLM problem presents an interesting research

use-case that has found application in Traffic Engineering

(TE) contemporary with the concept of network and service

slicing [6]–[9]. The research direction has gained significant

attention due to the advent of programmable network concepts

such as Software Defined Network (SDN) which enables the

creation of multi-tenant service networks [10].

Often in the VLM research domain, algorithms are designed

with the primary goal of embedding more virtual links by

minimizing the substrate link resource (mainly bandwidth)

utilization. The algorithms that show higher acceptance ratio

are usually integer-linear-programming-optimization based

[6]–[9], [11], while others are based on heuristics. The inherent

design of the algorithms (both heuristic and optimization

(Mixed Integer programming (MIP)) result in solutions that

seek to find shortest or best paths first for requested demands

that are delivered early in the mapping process. We refer

to this kind of design goal as Shortest Path First Selection

Approach (SPFSA) algorithms. This is because the inherent

path selection decision is based on Shortest Path First (SPF).

The SPFSA algorithms when applied to use-cases that

require honoring a similar set of requirements as in [6], [7]

(e.g. only bandwidth), show good performance gains in terms

of acceptance ratio and substrate link utilization. However,

when applied to use-cases that require honoring heterogeneous

Quality of Service (QoS) requirements (e.g. bandwidth, delay,

etc.) [12], their performance decrease significantly [8]. This

is mostly due to the observation that critical requirements are

penalized more than less critical requirements [8], [11].

In the context of VLM, SPFSA often turns out to be an

inadequate solution, especially when considering the per class

and overall acceptance ratio of the algorithms in the case of

multi-service demands where QoS requirements impose very

different resource allocation constraints.

Contrary to SPFSA used in state of the art, we propose VLM

algorithm centered on a Demand Based Approach (DBA). The

goal of DBA algorithm is to provide embedding solutions

for different services with emphasis on how the demands of
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the services compare to the solutions obtained as a result of

the real-time network resource conditions by minimizing the

deviation between the demands and solutions.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Sec-

tion II gives an overview of the problem and related work,

with focus on the path selection design objectives of VLM

algorithms while highlighting the challenges in state-of-the-

art SPFSA based VLM design objectives together with some

mitigating approaches used to increase acceptance ratio of

VLM algorithms. Sections III presents the problem formula-

tion followed by an introduction to the DBA for multi-service

VLM in Section IV. Section V describes the simulation and

results from the analysis. Finally, Section VI concludes the

paper and sheds light on further research directions.

II. PROBLEM OVERVIEW AND RELATED WORK

Efficient utilization of substrate network resources in the

VNE problem is dependent on effective techniques for virtual

network embedding, which maps virtual networks on substrate

network resources [13]. This therefore makes path selection in

the VLM problem a vital step. In state of the art, though often

not very obvious, SPFSA is a commonly used approach upon

critical analysis of the objective functions of the algorithms.

The subsequent sections examine SPF selection approach used

in related work.

Shortest Path First Selection Approach (SPFSA)

SPF is most often perceived as the optimal path selection

approach in many VLM algorithms. Some algorithms that

implement constraint based routing with respect to different

constraints [14], [15] use the same path selection methods

from list of available substrate paths.

It offers two main advantages: fast processing time of requests

and reduced bandwidth utilization across a network [6]–[8],

[16], [17]. However, the reduced resource utilization is only

effective along a path. Thereby, making it efficient for VNE

problems in the sub-graph isomorphic space [18], [19]. This

is because in this group of use-cases, the node mappings are

intentionally designed to be ambiguous so that virtual nodes

are mapped to substrate nodes based solely on the availability

of resources (CPU and memory). This is contrary to most TE

use-cases that use VLM where the substrate nodes selected

for mapping VNs are unambiguously defined [6]–[8], [11].

In this group, bandwidth demand must be guaranteed along

every substrate link within a selected path. Thus, optimal

bandwidth minimization is achieved when a path contains

the least links or traverses less hops. This is an observation

with all SPF algorithms used in VLM. Similar observation

can be seen with critical analysis of the design objectives in

state-of-the-art optimization algorithms such as those based

on Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) ( [6]–[8], [16], [17]).

Thus, they are designed to increase the overall acceptance

ratio by minimizing bandwidth utilization. The bandwidth

minimization also implies selecting paths with least links

(hops) ahead of longer paths.

max{

R
∑

r=1

yr − ǫ ·

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

bij · xij} (1)

For example, consider MIP based VLM algorithms pro-

posed in [6]–[8], [11]. The objective takes the form described

in Equ. (1). The minimization part (
∑N

i=1

∑N

j=1
bij · xij)

focuses on finding the shortest paths as it inherently adds

up bandwidth (bij) along the path to determine the shortest

path. The minimization aspect of the MIP based optimization

algorithm is not different from the SPF path selection of its

heuristic counterpart described in [14] for the VLM problem.

This is because both have an inherent design objective to find

the shortest path first for every Virtual Link (VL) request. The

SPF path selection design objective whether MIP optimization

or heuristic based, still comes at a cost of greater rejections

in future requests due to its greedy nature. Particularly, those

with stringent requirements when considered in the scope of

multi-service VLM as illustrated by Trivisonno et al. in [8],

[11].

Challenges with SPFSA for Multi-Service VLM

C
C
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Fig. 1: Example of VL mapping illustrating challenges in state-

of-the-art SPFSA and DBA VLM solutions.

The VNE problem is in general NP-hard, making it com-

putationally intractable even in the off-line use-case where

conditions are more relaxed with respect to the characteristics

of the requests. It becomes even more challenging in the

on-line use-case where the characteristics of the incoming

requests are generally unpredictable [13] and the search space

for every request differs due to the different and multiple

constraints imposed by the demands of the requests. Thus,

results in so many decision variables which makes VLM a

sure NP-complete problem.

However, On-line VLM approaches are contrived for the

TE use-case where foreknowledge of the demands of a VL

request and it’s arrival order are unknown until delivered



for processing [6]–[8], [16]. Thus, in state-of-the-art on-line

VLM, mappings are performed one after the other on a first-

come-first-processed basis. The paths are computed and the

shortest path (highest quality solutions) in terms of hop-

count or delay are used for requests that arrive early in the

processing pipe. Often, the degree of quality of the solutions

used for embedding requests are overly good for the kind of

demands requested. This is because the most optimal solutions

are greedily chosen for every instance of the demand being

processed, hence, leading to the following issues:

• Rejection of future delay critical requests and

subsequently lower VL embedding ratios [8];

• Under utilization of the physical infrastructure due

to congestion of critical substrate links (delay

critical bandwidth) [8], [11];

• High computational time due to the need for re-

mapping of requests.

Fig. 1 further illustrates the problem as described above with

a simple example.

As shown, the problem requires mapping of VL requests with

the demands; bandwidth (B), delay (D), hop-count (H) and

jitter (J) on the substrate network. The VL requests are pro-

cessed using an on-line VLM algorithm hosted as a network

function in a network controller. The controller provides up-

to-date substrate network resource and attributes to enable the

embedding functions to compute mapping solutions for VL

requests. Each VL request is considered as a service that is

configurable on the substrate network after a mapping solution

is found.

A SPFSA VLM design objective results in the mapping of VL1

on substrate link AC and VL2 on substrate links AB and BC.

In the event of VL3 and VL4 arriving, there are no suitable

resources that can be used to serve them. Therefore, they are

rejected despite available bandwidth on links AD, DC, DE,

EF and FC. This results in low substrate bandwidth utilization

which subsequently leads to low embedding ratio of requests

with tighter demands and the overall embedding ratios of the

algorithms.

As a result of the aforementioned challenges, several miti-

gating approaches have been proposed [20]–[23]. Yu et al. [20]

argue on the point that re-optimizing link embedding solutions

provides better results and further proves it by proposing

VL path splitting and migration as a means to improve

the acceptance ratios and substrate utilization. The approach

achieves its objective but at additional time overhead for path

re-computation. While the concept of path splitting though

suitable for data-center networks (packet switched networks),

it is not the case for communication services in industrial

networks as they require paths traversed by frames to be

generally deterministic.

Also, Yao et al. [21] makes a compelling case for the use of

reinforcement learning for making decisions on historical data

of previously accepted VLs to optimize the acceptance ratios.

The approach requires large historical data to reach meaningful

decisions thus. makes it suitable for only scenarios with

very large historical data. This is because the core principle

behind the learning processes require a lot of historical data

to determine paths that were inefficiently used for the initial

path iteration.

III. NETWORK MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The next sections discuss the substrate and Virtual Network

(VN) model for the VLM problem formulation.

A. Substrate Network Model

The substrate network is modeled as a non-reflexive directed

graph Gs = (Vs, Es), where Vs = {vs
1
, vs

2
, · · · , vsN} is a set

of N substrate vertices and Es = {esij}, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , is a

set of substrate edges with esij connecting vertex vsi to vertex

vsj .

The substrate vertex vsi and edge esij are modeled as entities

consisting of a set of resources denoted by Rs
v and Rs

e

respectively. The set of resources Rs
v and Rs

e are associated

with a set of attributes denoted by As
vR and As

eR
respectively.

The resources of the vertex Rs
v include storage capacity,

number of CPUs etc. Resources of the edge include bandwidth,

queue buffer size with attributes such as delay, jitter, etc. In

this paper, we focus on the edge resources and attributes. We

denote the bandwidth and queue size of an edge esij as bes
ij

,

and qes
ij

respectively. Also, delay and jitter are denoted by

des
ij

and jes
ij

respectively such that bes
ij

, qes
ij
∈ Rs

e and des
ij

,

jes
ij
∈ As

eR
.

B. Virtual Network Request Model

Similarly, the VN is modeled as a non-reflexive directed

graph Gv = (Vv,Lv), where Vv = {vv
1
, vv

2
, · · · , vvN} is

a set of N virtual endpoints which map unambiguously to

substrate vertices in the substrate network Gs. Lv = {lvij},
i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N is a set of edges such that Lv 7−→ P ⊆ Es,

P 6= Es, where lvij shows that a connection exist from virtual

vertex vvi to virtual vertex vvj . By the non-reflexive property

of Gv , i 6= j ( i.e. i = j = 0). Also, associated with each VN

is a set of demands denoted by Dg , where Dg represents a

set of QoS requirements of the virtual node such as maximum

CPU (CPUmax), storage (ROMmax, RAMmax) and virtual

edge such as maximum delay (Dmax), jitter (Jmax), hop-

count (Hmax) and bandwidth (Bmax) required by the kth

VN such that ROMmax, RAMmax, CPUmax, Dmax, Jmax,

Hmax, Bmax ∈ D
g . The list of mathematical notations for the

network model are shown in Table I.

IV. DEMAND BASED APPROACH (DBA)

The goal of DBA is to embed VL requests representing

different communication services such that demands imposed

as embedding constraints are strictly adhered while at the

same time, increasing the utilization of the substrate network

which should lead to subsequent increase in the acceptance

ratio of delay critical communication services. DBA algo-

rithm (Demand Based Virtual Linking Embedding Algorithm

(DBvLEA)) finds the solution with the minimum deviation to

the requested QoS demands among several paths that conform

to the demand.



TABLE I: List of mathematical notations for graph models

Graph notation Description

Gs, Gv substrate and virtual graph resp.

Vs, Es set of physical bridges and links resp.

Vv , Lv set of VN nodes and links resp.

B
l
k
ij
max, D

l
k
ij
max,J

l
k
ij

max,H
l
k
ij

max

max guaranteed bandwidth (burst), delay, jitter and hop-count requirements of the

kth VN link between node i and j resp.

CPU i
max,ROM i

max,RAM i
max max guaranteed CPU, ROM, RAM requirement of the ith node of the VN

R, AR set of physical resources and attributes

P physical path

Still referring to Fig. 1, upon the arrival of VL1, a DBA

algorithm computes all possible paths between node A and C

that satisfy the hop-count, delay, bandwidth, and jitter demands

i.e. ([B: 10, D: 20, H: 5, J: 5]). It then chooses, for example,

if delay is the focus of the communication service, the path

which minimizes the difference of the actual path delay and

the delay demand of VL1. At the same time it needs to ensure

that the solution adhere to the jitter and hop-count demands. In

a situation where jitter is not in focus, it only chooses the path

with the minimum delay difference. In the case of VL1, path

ADEFC is chosen. It then applies the same approach upon

arrival of VL2, VL3, and VL4, which results in path ABC and

AC being chosen respectively for the VL requests so that at

the arrival of VL4, path AC can accommodate the request. In

this regard, a DBA algorithm achieves 100% acceptance ratio

compared to 60% acceptance ratio of an SPFSA algorithm

described in Section II.

Designing Objective Function for DBA MIP Algorithms

Following the general methodologies used in state of the

art, we model a MIP version of the DBvLEA and heuristic

version. We emphasize the use of a combination of heuristic

and MIP to reduce the number of decision variables which

makes the MIP problem NP-complete in other to find solutions

in polynomial time. That is, reducing the solution space to only

feasible paths before optimizing for the embedding path. This

is done by using Yen’s or Epstein’s loop-free k-path algorithms

to compute a set of paths that meet the demands imposed as

constraints and then perform the minimization of the deviation

of the paths that fit the solution space of a VL request. In

effect, we reduce the number of linear equations (≈ N2 · G)

that is required to solve the problem (to G.K), resulting in a

time complexity of O(K(G+ (M +NlogN) where K is the

number of feasible paths, G the total number of VLs, M and

N are the total number of links and nodes in the substrate

graph respectively.

The general MIP objective function is shown in Equ. (2).

It can be observed that contrary to [7], [8], [11], we use

the variable dij which represents the delay in the objective

function instead of bij the capacity of the substrate link. This

is because capacity demands impose non-additive constraints

and must be fulfilled on every link along a path. It is therefore

logical to use an additive constraint such as delay, jitter or

hop-count since additive demands impose constraints that are

aggregated for the whole path rather than a single link in the

path.

max{

G
∑

g=1

yg − {(

N
∑

i=0

N
∑

j=1

dij · xij)−Dg
max} (2)

i = j = 0, i, j = 1, 2, · · · , N where N is the number of

nodes, G is the total number of VL requests, yg and xij are

decisions variables such that:

yg =

{

1 gth VL is mapped

0 otherwise

and

xij =

{

1 yg 7−→ esij

0 otherwise

Based on the reduction technique discussed, Equ. (2) can be

reformulated as Equ. (3). Where all paths are in the feasible

solution space for the gth VL.

max{

G
∑

g=1

yg −

K
∑

j=1,Pj∈{P}

(d(Pj)−Dg
max)} (3)

where P is the set of paths within the solution space of the

gth VL request, K being the total number of candidate paths

and j = 1, 2, · · · ,K.

The objective function for VL mapping for Equ. (2) and (3)

are subject to the following constraints:

esij · xi,j 6= 0 (4)

Bk
max ≤ bes

ij
· xij (5)

N
∑

i=0

N
∑

j=1

des
ij
· xij ≤ Dg

max (6)

N
∑

i=0

N
∑

j=1

esij · xij ≤ Hg
max (7)

N
∑

i=0

N
∑

j=1

jes
ij
· xij ≤ Jg

max (8)

∀ esij , dij , jij ∈ Es, As
es
ij

and Jg
max, Dg

max, Hg
max ∈ Dg .

Equ. (4) is a topology constraint which imposes that a

VL request can be mapped to a substrate link only if the



substrate link exist. Inequations (5) to (8) are constraints

imposed by the QoS demands (Dg
max, H

g
max, J

g
max) of the

gth VL respectively.

It must be emphasized that the accuracy of solutions ob-

tained is generally dependent on the model of the underlying

substrate network. For this reason, dynamic delay estimation

based on the trajectory approach [24] is considered though

other methodologies such as Network Calculus (NC) [25],

[26] exist. Regardless of the methodology used, models that

reflect the consequence of device and technology choices on

estimating constraints that ensure guarantees in terms of delay

bounds (guaranteed maximum e2e delay) are required anyway.

The algorithm takes into account the most significant sources

of delay and sums them up on the path traversed by a VL.

The delay components considered for the simulation which

is discussed in Section V are the queuing and transmission

delay of substrate links. The queuing delay is considered as

the ratio of loads (bits) of all previously embedded VLs and

the substrate link speed (bits per second). The transmission

delay is considered as the ratio of the load of the gth VL

and substrate link speed. Though propagation delay is another

component of delay, it is generally not relevant since it is

independent of the link load but rather varies with respect

to the cable length. Generally in industrial networks, the

propagation delays are in the order of nano-seconds due to

short cable lengths hence, can be neglected in this kind of

analysis [27].

The heuristic version of the DBvLEA algorithm which

uses an objective function similar to Equ. (3) is illustrated in

Algorithm 1. In line 8, a variant of the Yen’s k-path algorithm

is used to compute all paths that meet the demands of the

gth VL. This ensures that all paths are within the solution

space of the gth VL request before demand based optimization

is performed. Line 10 to 14 computes the optimal demand

embedding solution as described in Equ. (3). We refer to the

optimal embedding solution as Optimal Demand Path (ODP).

Lines 15 to 17 embeds the gth VL request and updates the

resources and attributes of the substrate network respectively.

V. EVALUATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

The following section describes the simulation platform

used to evaluate DBA with state-of-the-art embedding ap-

proaches. The simulation results are analyzed, highlighting the

differences in results obtained for DBvLEA and that of state

of the art when the same conditions are applied.

A. Use-case and Simulation Description

As previous stated, the use-case analysis focuses on a fixed

source and destination pair. This is because the node mappings

are always unambiguously defined in the VLM TE use-case

(see [6]–[9], [11]). The use-case considered for our simulation

is similar to the use-cases proposed for SDN-enabled 5G

virtual core network in [8] and critical utility networks in

[28] with an additional integration of Time Sensitive Networks

(TSN) as proposed by 5G-ACIA ( [29]) targeted at industrial

Algorithm 1: DBvLEA:ODP

Input: Gs, Gv

Output: yg

1 begin

2 Initialization Gv , Gs

3 R ← setOf(Gv);

4 Gs ← getNetwork(Gs);

5 for g ∈ Gv do

6 yg = 0;

7 δg ← inf;
// using, Yen’s K-path algorithm,

8 P ← computePath(Gv , g.src, g.dst, Dg);

// paths are verified against

load, and delay demands of the

request.

9 ODP ← 0;

10 for i ∈ P do

11 φ← (d(i)−Dg
max);

12 if φ < δg then

13 δg = φ;

14 ODP = i;

15 yg ← embed(g,ODP);

16 if yg = 1 then

17 updateResource(Gs, Dg);

// update all resource after gth

request is embedded

communication services. Where multiple communication ser-

vices with very different QoS requirements are provisioned on

the same 5G networks for verticals.

Communication between applications such as motion-

control systems and Input/Output device (IODs) or actuators

can be achieved on the same network together with video

surveillance, sensors and alarm monitoring communication

services. The use-case considered for the evaluation is depicted

in Fig. 2 where the realization of communication between field

applications and control applications over a backbone TSN

network are examined.

Here, communication services for real-time control traffic

such as between App-A and App-B requiring very stringent

end-to-end delay and jitter. Video surveillance and alarm

monitoring services, which are also delay as well as bandwidth

centric, are realized on the same network.

B. Simulation Environment and Description

The simulation is carried out using the open source

ALEVIN [13] on a 64 bit windows machine with 4x2.6GHz

processor cores and 16GB RAM capacity. The choice of

ALEVIN stems from the possibility of integrating and testing

new VNE algorithms against already implemented state-of-

the-art algorithms. However, the open-source ALEVIN plat-

form requires some extensions to enable QoS-awareness for



TABLE II: Traffic class and VL QoS Profile

QoS Class Traffic Class Cycle (mS) Bandwidth (bytes) Delay (µS) Jitter (µS) Hop-count

1 Real-time high (RT-H) 250 64− 68 1000− 2500 ≤ ±2750 < 5

2 Real-time low (RT-L) 500 68− 128 2500− 5000 ≤ ±5750 < 8

3 Video surveillance 1000 512− 1500 ≥ 50000 ≥ ±50000 > 8

Real-time Low

Real-time High

Video surveillance

End Device

Ethernet Backhaul Network

Control Device

A
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p
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A
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p
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p
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A
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Fig. 2: Multi-service communication over backbone Ethernet

network

the TE use-case. This is because the current open-source

version does not support QoS-aware VLM. The simulation

requires definition of resource-demand pairs, where resource

describes the substrate network resources and related attributes

as discussed in section III. The demands represent QoS

requirements of the VLs.

For the use-case examined, three traffic classes requiring

very different QoS demands on bandwidth, delay, jitter and

hop-count are considered. Two real-time traffic classes rep-

resenting QoS class 1 and QoS class 2 for high and low

cyclic (low and high transmitting) applications. For example

sensor/alarm monitoring applications. The third traffic class is

for video surveillance or monitoring designated for QoS class

3. For each traffic class, minimum and maximum demands

for the load (bandwidth), delay, jitter and path length are

defined. VLs are generated to represent traffic emanating from

each traffic class. For each QoS class representing a traffic

class, a set of demands are defined by a random variable

uniformly generated between the range of minimum and

maximum demand limits for bandwidth, delay, jitter and hop-

count requirements per traffic class. These are shown in Table

II.

The substrate topology is generated randomly with an

average node degree set to three with node connectivity

probability set to 0.5 for core nodes. Two edge nodes are

defined and connected at two or more core nodes with the

highest node degree in the network. This is done to ensure

that the bottleneck in the network occurs within the core of

the network instead of the points at which the control and field

device connect to the network.
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Fig. 3: Average cumulative VL embedding ratio and substrate

link utilization for network size of 22 nodes

Contrary to [8], [11], we consider homogeneous link char-

acteristics between nodes. A Gigabit Ethernet link is used

between all core nodes and assume the propagation delay

to be negligible. This is because the propagation delay is

independent of the load on the link but rather varies with

respect to the length of the cable, as the cable lengths do

not vary, it makes no difference. It therefor focuses the sim-

ulation on the effect of transmission delay and queuing delay

contributing to the overall end-to-end path delay fluctuations

due to admission of VLs into the different traffic classes on the

network. Regardless, the propagation delays in most industrial

networks are in orders of nano seconds and therefore have no

effect on the result.

The delay per link is calculated as the sum of queuing and

transmission delay occurring on each link due to VLs using

the link. The transmission delay is defined as the time taken

to transmit the load (capacity) of a VL yet to be embedded

on a substrate link. The queuing delay is the time taken to

transmit the load of already embedded VLs on a substrate

link. At any point of time, the delay on the link is equal to

the queuing delay since the transmission delay of previously

mapped requests are inherent the queuing delay. The queuing

delay of a link has a default value set to zero if no request

has been embedded on the link. The sum of the two delay

components on all links traversed by a VL constitutes the end-

to-end delay experienced by a VL on a substrate path. Also,

we define a traffic-mix ratio, which determines the percentage
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Fig. 4: the acceptance ratio per network size for 300 VLs

request

of the total VLs that are generated per QoS class by the virtual

network generator of ALEVIN. For our simulation purpose the

traffic-mix ratio is set to 35% for QoS class 1 and 2 each, 30%
for QoS class 3. The traffic mix ratio of QoS class 1 and 2

is intentionally chosen to be a bit more than QoS classes 3

to compensate for the low bandwidth demand of the VLs in

the class. This therefore allows the analysis to focus more on

the additive constraints such as delay rather than bandwidth. It

must be emphasized that the simulation considers an on-line

VLM, therefore, all algorithms receive the VLs in the same

order. Hence, the traffic-ratio of the Qos class 1 and 2 does

not affect the efficacy of the process as all algorithms receive

the VL requests in the same order.

C. Simulation Results

A total of 10 simulation runs are taken per network size

and the average results are evaluated at a confidence level

of 95%. The goal of the analysis is to compare SPFSA and

DBA based embedding approaches on the following metrics

as usually done in state of the art [6]–[9], [11]:

1. Overall acceptance ratio: is the ratio of success-

fully embedded VLs and the total number of

requests that arrived during the simulation.

2. Efficiency in utilization of the substrate links:

is a measure of the ratio of load accepted and

the overall bandwidth ( and effective bandwidth)

within the network.

3. Rejection or Blocking ratio per QoS class: mea-

sures the number of VLs per QoS class that were

rejected, expressed as a ratio of the number VLs

that arrived per QoS class during the simulation.

4. Convergence time: is the time required for an

algorithm to process a VL.

The DBvLEA is compared to a constrained SPF VLM algo-

rithm which epitomizes the SPFSA design goal used in state of

the art. It must be emphasized that SPFSA MIP versions used

in [7], [8] from the analysis presented in Section II produce

the same results as CSPF algorithms. As rightly noted by

Trivisonno et al. in [7], [8], the gains in the case of their MIP
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version are as a result of the bulk processing of VLs which

may lead to situations where more VLs belonging to a critical

demand class may exist in a bulk processing.

To show this effect, we include a version of the VLM

algorithm where an embedding solution is selected randomly

from the feasible set of paths computed by the Yen’s k-paths

in Algorithm 1 line 8 tagged as rPath.

Fig. 3 shows the results for the overall average acceptance

ratio and link utilization for a network size of 22 nodes and

300 VLs over 10 simulation runs with a confidence interval

of (2.26, 2.24), (2.32, 2.25), (2.21, 2.16) for DBvLEA, rPath

and CSPF respectively. While Fig. 4 shows similar results for

increasing network size plotted as a histogram.

Referring to Fig. 3, it can be observed that due a high perfor-

mance substrate network conditions, all algorithms show good

acceptance ratio in the beginning of the embedding process but

gradually dwindles as the substrate network begins to saturate.

This is made evident when we consider the acceptance ratio

midway at which point the 150th VL has arrived for processing

for all algorithms. It can be observed that CSPF acceptance

ratio declines sharply compared to that of DBvLEA, with

both rPath and DBvLEA showing approximately 20% and

36% increment in acceptance respectively compared to CSPF.

Also comparing DBvLEA which embeds request using an

ODP as to random path selection in rPath, significant gain

in acceptance of about 16% is observed midway through

the embedding process. The reason for such gains in the

acceptance ratio is further explained by examining Fig. 5

which shows the VL rejection ratio per QoS class for each

algorithm.

From the figure, it can be observed that QoS class 1

experiences less blocking compared to the other QoS class for

DBvLEA. With QoS class 3 being the most rejected QoS class

due its bandwidth requirements. However, compared to rPath

and CSPF though not so significant, it can be observed that

QoS class 1 and 2 are the most rejected QoS classes for rPath

and CSPF. One possibility for such results can be explained as;

CSPF and rPath reach early saturation for certain QoS classes

as resources capable of embedding VLs from QoS class 1 and
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2 are used up in the early stages by QoS class 3 VLs thus, leads

to high blocking ratio. This is confirmed by examining how the

substrate links are used by each of the algorithms in Fig. 3. It

can be observed that CSPF reach early saturation consequently

resulting in lower acceptance ratio likewise rPath.

Furthermore, very low substrate utilization is observed by

close examination of Fig. 3. The reason for the low utilization

as shown in Fig. 3 is solely due to the fact that the link

utilization metric is expressed as a ratio of total accepted

capacity and the total substrate capacity as presented in [7],

[8]. However when considering VLM problem in the TE

context with unambiguously mapped source and destination,

some of the substrate links automatically fall out of the

solution space thus, may never be used but still considered

in calculating the utilization ratio.

To better evaluate the link utilization metric, we propose

max-flow utilization metric. The metric defines the link utiliza-

tion ratio as a ratio of the accepted capacity and the maximum

flow capacity that is required to separate the unambiguously

mapped source and destination into two disjoint graphs. This

defines the theoretical maximum capacity that can be attained

by an ideal VLM algorithm. This new metric is shown in

Fig. 6 where the cumulative capacity of VLs accepted into the

network is expressed as a ratio of the max-flow capacity within

the network. From the figure, we clearly see how the different

algorithms use the substrate resources thus contributing to their

global acceptance ratios.

Also, a critical examination of Fig. 6 shows a sharp rise

in capacity utilization of all algorithms at the beginning of

simulation process but begin to decline slowly as the process

reaches mid-point. It can be seen that at the arrival of the

100th VL, the CSPF can barely accept additional VLs as it

reaches saturation due to the SPFSA, leading to sub-optimal

utilization. However, DBvLEA continues to accept more VL

due to its purposeful selection of paths. This as well confirms

the efficacy of DBvLEA to the DBA. rPath results can be

attributed to the fact that some randomly selected embedding

paths from the feasible paths may sometimes coincide with

similar solutions as the DBvLEA which is also the case when
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MIP versions embed VLs in bulk. The overall acceptance ratio

for the different path selection approaches are shown in Fig. 4,

where we observe a general increase in the overall acceptance

ratio of the algorithms with increasing network size. This

however can only be attributed the fact that additional substrate

nodes and links only enriches the solution space thus, more

VLs are accepted on the substrate network.

Upon further examination of Fig. 6, it can be seen that even at

the arrival of the 150th VL, DBvLEA shows about 11% and

32% utilization gains over rPath and CSPF respectively while

rPath also shows a gain of about 20% over CSPF. This further

highlights the efficiency of the DBA in the multi-service VLM

use-case.

Finally, we compare the algorithms in terms of convergence

time. Fig. 7 shows the average convergence time for embed-

ding a single VL considering all the constraints involved. It

can be seen that CSPF shows lower convergence time than

the DBvLEA and Random Path Selection (rPath) which is

expected given that the DBvLEA and rPath deal with finding

several paths from which one is chosen as a solution while

the CSPF only computes a single shortest path for every VL.

It can also be seen that the convergence time gap between

DBvLEA and rPath algorithms reduces gradually to almost the

same times as the embedding process approaches completion.

This is because the number of candidate paths that has to

be traversed to find the ODP in the beginning decreases as

the substrate network approaches saturation. This explains the

closeness of the convergence time as the embedding process

approaches completion. Regardless, the convergence time for

DBvLEA is well below acceptable ranges compared to those

in state of the art [8], [11]

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, challenges for QoS-aware on-line VLM for the

TE use-case are discussed. The deficiency of state-of-the-art

approaches that adopt a SPFSA for the multi-service QoS-

aware on-line VLM problem were highlighted. A demand-

based approach to path selection was proposed. Subsequently

a MIP and heuristic algorithm based on the approach are de-

fined, discussed and evaluated against SPFSA based algorithm



by way of simulations to ascertain the efficacy and efficiency

of the different approaches.

The results show that DBA ameliorates the problem of low

acceptance ratio of delay critical VLs, the overall acceptance

ratio and substrate under utilization while ensuring adherence

to QoS demands when compared to state-of-the-art virtual link

mapping approaches that adopt SPFSA.

Also, the impact of the various QoS demands on the

acceptance ratio and computation time were analyzed. The

results show computation times well within the ranges of state

of the art. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first

to consider such an approach to path selection for the VLM

problem.
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